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Abstract

In this paper we present an educational tool, named CAMOU, which has been designed to both, ac-
quire (learning) knowledge from the (educational) interactions among students and educators, and aid
educators in the process of course design and analysis. CAMOU integrates a system, named IPSS, which
uses planning and scheduling modules as main reasoning module. IPSS is used to automatically analyse,
detect and propose new solutions (as new learning designs or courses) for those problems that currently
are handled by our tool. This paper shows how to deal with these knowledge using only some statistical
and educational interactions, and how these knowledge can be adequately mapped in the correct repre-
sentation used by IPSS. This paper shows both, the currently deployed functionalities of our eLearning tool
(used mainly to acquire these information), and how it have been integrated with a planning/scheduling
system to develop a complete aid-educational environment.

1 Introduction

The current state of Information Technologies have originated new possibilities to develop pedagogical
methodologies, these technologies are used to solve traditional problems, such as communication-interaction
among students and educators when this is not physically possible (i.e. geographical distance), or to pro-
vide a user-friendly environment for the students. These technologies are built around the use of Internet
and other new technologies, such as the Virtual Education, Distance Learning or Longlife Learning. On the
one hand, many educators have seen them as a way to give flexibility and re-use previous courses stored
in a database, or in other electronic formats. On the other hand, the increasing computing power and the
actual network infrastructure allows sharing and distributing these courses between public institutions and
private corporations.

Most of the current Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) stores pre-designed courses where the user
navigates and learns the concepts that they have been planned for. Well known educational platforms are:
LMS (http://www.lotus.com/lotus/offering6.nsf/wdocs/homepage), First Class (http://www.softarc.com),
WebCT (http://www.webct.com/) or E-ducativa (http://www.e-ducativa.com/).

The main features of the above-mentioned platforms can be summarized as follows. Internet is used as
a repository were students and educators can store and retrieve the documentation. The communication
between students and educators is performed by using electronic mail, and/or IRC-channels. And, finally,
the student participation in the platform activities is used by educators to evaluate their progress. Those
mentioned tools, and platforms, allow the instructors to get statistics as well as other information about
the student progress. But there is still a lack of feedback among the previous users, the tool, the instructors
and the future users. Among the tools that have worked in this direction we can mention the CourseVis
system [14] that visualizes data from a java on-line distance course accessed through WebCT. The tool tracks
the students evaluation and takes into account the instructors’ requirements. Then, it transforms these
data into a graphical representation that can be explored by instructors to identify individuals that need
particular attention, discover patterns and trends, and reflect this information on their teaching practice.
This examination has to be done manually without any tool that can assist the instructor in the decisions
that have to be made. Our approach, that will be introduced in the next sections, can solve some of the
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deficiencies of eLearning courses and gives automatic solutions to the improving of existing courses by
taking into account student interaction with them.

On the other hand, several (eLearning) standards and guides have been proposed related to learning
object metadata, student profiles, course sequencing, etc. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Com-
mittee (LTSC, 2006) has developed the Learning Object Metadata (LOM, 2006) standard which specifies the
attributes required to describe a Learning Object, where a learning object is defined as any entity, digital
or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or referenced during technology supported learning. Relevant
attributes of learning objects to be described include type of object, author, owner, terms of distribution,
format, and pedagogical attributes, such as teaching or interaction style. Another specification which al-
lows the modeling of learning processes is the Learning Design (LD) information model (IMS LD, 2006)
from the IMS Global Learning consortium. A LD is a description of a method enabling learners to attain
certain learning objectives by performing certain learning activities in a certain order in the context of a
certain learning environment.

LD integrates other existing specifications. Among these, it is worth mentioning the IMS Content Pack-
aging (IMS CP, 2006), which can be used to describe a learning unit. A learning unit can have prerequisites
which specify the overall entry requirements for learners to follow that unit. In addition, a learning unit
can have different components such as roles and activities. Roles allow the type of participant in a unit of
learning to be specified. There are two basic role types: learner and staff. Activities describe the actions
a role has to undertake within a specified environment composed of learning objects. LD also integrates
the IMS Simple Sequencing (IMS SS, 2006), which can be used to sequence the resources within a learning
object as well as the different learning objects and services within an environment. Content is organized
into a hierarchical structure where each activity may include one or more child activities. Each activity has
an associated set of sequencing rules which describe how the activity or how the children of the activity
are used to create the desired learning experience. The learning process can be described as the process
of traversing the activity tree, applying the sequencing rules, to determine the activities to deliver to the
learner.

The Educational environment provides an interesting framework for different kind of researchers: Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI) researchers that can experiment with their automatic problem solving algorithms,
or to develop and design new algorithms in this complex domain; and educational researchers that can use
a new kind of tools, methodologies, and techniques that could aid to detect, reason, and solve (automat-
ically) their problems. One of the AI areas that could be used within this context is Automated Planning
and Scheduling (P&S). Planning generates a plan (sequence or parallelization of activities to be done) such
that it achieves a set of goals given an initial state and satisfying a set of domain constraints represented
in operators schemas. In scheduling systems, activities are organised along the time line having in mind
the resources available. These systems can perfectly handle temporal reasoning and resource consumption,
together with some quality criteria (usually time or resource usage) but they cannot produce the needed
activities and their precedence relations given that they lack an expressive language to represent the activ-
ities. Traditionally, planning was first performed and the solution was given as an input to the scheduling
systems.

However, the increasing interest, and research, in educational standards (i.e. LOM, SCORM) makes
quite difficult to reuse them directly with other techniques such as AI based. Currently complex map-
ping processes are hardly programmed to adapt different aspects from the eLearning standards (Learning
Objects, metadata, etc.) into an appropriate AI-based representation (i.e. PDDL planning representation
language). Our approach, tries to simplify how to deal with these knowledge using only some statistical
and educational interactions among students and educators, to integrate them into a reasoning module, to
show how automatic reasoning techniques (i.e. planning and scheduling) can be used. Although some of
the initial possibilities of Learning capabilities could be missing with this approach, we can use a simple
mapping process to detect and correct important learning (educational) problems.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description about the related Artificial
Intelligence techniques used (planning and scheduling). Then, Section 3 describes the main functionalities
developed in our educational tool, these will be used to interact with both actors in the system (students
and educators), and test the educational courses proposed. Section 4 shows both, the integration among the
AI reasoning system (IPSS), and the educational system (CAMOU), has been done and provides a simple
execution example. Finally, Section 5 shows the main conclusions and future work of the paper.
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2 Generating plans in Reasoning in VLE

Initially, our methodology based on a particular meta-data model [6], was integrated in a tool for virtual ed-
ucation named TANGOW [7, 8], this initial integration allows to us to test how our approach could be really
deployed in a real system [4, 5]. However, our main motivation is to study how planning and scheduling
techniques can be used to provide solutions once a problem has been detected. From a general perspective
this can be understood as adaptation, where adaptation means some kind of modifications in a specific
learning design or course. The TANGOW tool requires tasks and rules, these tasks define the units in the
learning process, the rules specify the way of organizing tasks in the course along with information about
the task execution (order among tasks, free task selection, prerequisites among tasks, etc.). Therefore, these
rules are used to adapt different characteristics of the course to different students necessities. For this rea-
son, the approach presented in this paper does not need to define rules, since the new tool (CAMOU + IPSS)
does not perform any individual adaptation but the course per se. The new system is used for advising and
fault detection and it is based on the statistic results of the students to replan the whole course.

The global adaptation (in contrast with the specific adaptation carried out by tools as TANGOW) uses a
new perspective, where general interactions can redesign globally a course (or modify some specific parts),
instead of adapt each course to each student. This approach is specially adequate in those educational do-
mains where a course (that will be carried out by a group of students) needs to be evaluated (and modified)
through different iterations (instantiations of this course). Following subsections describes briefly the main
characteristics of both AI techniques used; Planning and Scheduling, to achieve previous goal.

2.1 Brief Introduction to Planning & Scheduling Techniques

In the last decades Artificial Intelligence (AI) Planning and Scheduling (P&S) has become a successful, and
widely used techniques. It allows us to generate a sequence of activities that achieves a set of goals having
in mind the time and resources available. Planning is basically a search problem [2] where the choice of
what space to search is critical to find good solutions efficiently.

These techniques have been applied with success in different real (and complex) environments such
as, Industry, Robotics, Space missions or Information Retrieval. Traditionally, there is a clear subdivision of
techniques and roles that belong to P&S. Planning generates a plan (sequence or parallelization of activities)
such that it achieves a set of goals given an initial state and satisfying a set of domain constraints represented
in operators schemas. In Scheduling systems, activities are organized along the time line having in mind
the resources available. Scheduling has to face the problem of organizing tasks in time. The problem is to
locate a set of tasks in time, each task needing one or several resources during its execution. Nowadays it
is being an increasing interest to integrate AI P&S because of real domains needs. From this perspective,
by combining P&S systems synergistically the weaknesses of both areas can be solved. In this direction,
IPSS [15] has been built. Other approaches that have followed this approach are O-PLAN-2 [17], IxTeT [1]
or EUROPA [11]. Using a high level description, the inputs to those kind of systems are:

- Domain theory: the STRIPS representation originally proposed by Fikes and Nilsson is one of the most
widely used alternatives [10]. In the STRIPS representation, a world state is represented by a set
of logical formulae, the conjunction of which is intended to describe the given state. Actions are
represented by so-called operators. An operator consists of pre-conditions (conditions that must be
true to allow the action execution), and post-conditions or effects (usually constituted of an add list
and a delete list). The add list specifies the set of formulae that are true in the resulting state while the
delete list specifies the set of formulae that are no longer true and must be deleted from the description
of the state. Each course can be defined in terms of a set of learning activities that are performed by
students. Therefore, there is a strong relation between operators in planning and learning activities to
perform in order a student to successfully complete a course in learning environments.

- Problem: is described in terms of an initial state and goals. Those states are represented by a logical
formula that specifies a situation for which one is looking for a solution. Examples of initial states
would be: the previous knowledge of the students, the resources that the course uses and when they
are available, the maximum number of student for each teacher, the priority of each module, etc.
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Goals are often viewed as specifications for a plan. In our case, that the student is able to apply
critical thinking about a specific subject.

For scheduling systems, many techniques used in this area come from the Operational Research (OR) area
[16] (i.e., branch and bound, simulated annealing or lagrangian relaxation). Lately, Constraint Satisfaction
(CSP) [9] has been applied to the different scheduling problems with very good results. A CSP problem has
inputs:

- A set of variables.

- A set of domains values containing the possible values for the corresponding variable.

- A set of constraints for the variables.

The output of scheduling systems is a values assignment that fulfills all the constraints in the variables.

So for our e-leaning domain, we have students and teachers and UL in courses. Each unit needs to be
processed during a period of time for a given student, and the unit will be supervised by a learner. The
course will also have a limited duration (deadline). Each learner will also have a maximum number of stu-
dents (we consider a learner as a resource with a total resource capacity given by the number of students).
We need to know the initial and end time of each UL considering precedences constraints among them.
The variable values are imposed by the problem conditions: learning activity durations, course duration,
number of learners, etc. . . . As a result of AI integrated P&S systems, they generate as an output a plan or set
of plans if a solution exists for the given deadline. A plan can be seen as a sequence of operator applications
(learning activities) with a specific duration that can lead from the initial state to a state in which the goals
are reached with the resources available.

In educational environments several works to automatically generate courses based on pedagogical
tasks and methods has been performed. For instance, in [18] an AI hierarchical task network (HTN) planner
called JSHOP [13] which assembles learning objects retrieved from one or several repositories to create a
whole course has been used. The learning objects are linked by taking into account the user knowledge
information and the learning goals that the user should achieve. Our approach not only can link learning
objects, but also schedule them along a period of time and consider previous student results to generate
different Learning Designs.

2.2 The system used for the integration: IPSS

The IPSS system is divided in two blocks as shown in Figure 1. The Plan Reasoner (IPSS-P) composed of
an heuristic planner and an a deorder algorithm [3, 19]. The deorder algorithm transforms the sequence of
activities given by the planner (Total Order plan) into a parallelization of activities, eliminating the innecce-
sary precedence constraints (Partial Order plan). And the Scheduler reasoner (IPSS-S), is represented as a
Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) partitioned in two sub-problems. A basic Ground-CSP to reason on
temporal constraints and a Meta-CSP to reason on resource constraints. Like that, IPSS is able to manage
not only simple precedence constraints, but also more complex temporal requirements and multicapacity
resource usage/consumption.

Then, the reasoning is subdivided in two levels. The planner focuses on the actions selection (possibly
in the optimisation of some quality metric different than time-resource usage), and the scheduler on the
time and resource assignments. During the search process, every time the planner chooses to apply an
operator, it consults the scheduler for the time and resource consistency. If the resource-time reasoner finds
the plan inconsistent, then the planner backtracks. If not, the operator gets applied, and search continues
until a solution is found.

Using a high level description the inputs of IPSS, as despicted in Figure 1, are:

- Domain theory: is based on the STRIPS representation, figure 2 shows a simplified example of an opera-
tor in IPSS (for a more detailed description of the IPSS syntax the user can refers to [15]). This operator
is in charge of moving a robot from one place to another. The operator consists of pre-conditions that
is, conditions that must be true to allow the action execution. In the example, the robot (robot ?X) is
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Figure 1: Planning IPSS architecture.

at a specific place (room ?from) and there is a door that connects the place where is now and the place
where it has to go (room ?to). The operator has also post-conditions or effects, constituted of an add
list and a delete list. The add list specifies the set of formulae that are true in the resulting state (the
robot has moved to the new position (add (is in robot room robot ?X room ?to))) while the delete list
specifies the set of formulae that are no longer true and must be deleted from the description of the
state (the robot is not at the original position (del (is in robot room robot ?X room ?from))).

Since this representation is quite restrictive, it has been extended to allow disjunctive preconditions,
conditional effects and universally-quantified preconditions and effects. IPSS also allows one to define
quality metrics (specified in the field costs), a list of resources to be used (specified in the field
resources) and temporal constraints (specified in the field constraints) in each operator.

(OPERATOR GOTO_ROOM
(preconds

(and (is_in_robot_room robot_?X room_?from)
(is_door room?X room_?to)))

(effects
()
((add (is_in_robot_room robot_?X room_?to))
(del (is_in_robot_room robot_?X room_?from))))

(costs
(goto_room-duration room_?to room_?from ?duration))

(resources
(goto_room-required-robot robot_?X ?capacity))

(constraints
(goto_room-start room_?to room_?from ?time))

Figure 2: Operator fields in IPSS.

- Problem: is described in terms of an initial state and goals. Figure 3 shows an example of a problem.

* Initial state: in planning, one has to specify the starting situation of the posed problem. In Figure 3
the initial states are: the position of the robots and the doors that connect the rooms.

* Goals: are often viewed as specifications for a plan. They describe the successful behaviours that
execution of the plan should produce: specify what one would like to be true at the end of the
solution of the problem for a given time. In the example, the robot0 is at room0 and should be at
room2 and the robot1 that initially is at room2 should reach room1.

- When there is more than one decision to be made at decision points, the third input to the planner,
the control knowledge (declaratively expressed as control rules) could guide the problem solver to
the right alternatives of the search tree potentially avoiding backtracking. There are three types of
rules: selection, preference or rejection. One can use them to choose an operator, an instantiation
of an operator (binding), a goal, or deciding whether to apply an operator or continue sub-goaling.
Figure 4 shows an example of a control rule to apply an operator. If the robot needs to be in a room,
but it is on another room that is connected by a door to a third room that is also connected to the room
that the robot needs to be, for that case the control rule decides to select the operator GOTO ROOM.

As a result, IPSS generates a plan with the set of operators that achieves a state (from the initial state)
that satisfies the goals. The solution given by IPSS to the problem shown in Figure 3 is depicted in Figure 5.
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(state
(and (is_door room0 room1) (is_door room1 room0)

(is_door room1 room2)(is_door room2 room1)
(goto_room-duration room0 room1 3)
(goto_room-duration room1 room2 4)
(goto_room-duration room1 room0 3)
(goto_room-duration room2 room1 4)
(goto_room-required-robot robot0 2)
(goto_room-required-robot robot1 4)
(is_in_robot_room robot0 room0)
(is_in_robot_room robot1 room2)
(goto_room-start robot0 0)
(goto_room-start robot1 0)))

(goal (and (is_in_robot_room robot0 room2)
(is_in_robot_room robot1 room1)))))

Figure 3: A problem in IPSS syntax.

(control-rule SELECT-GOTO_ROOM
(if (and (current-goal (is_in_robot_room robot_?X room_?to))

(true-in-state (is_in_robot_room robot_?X room_?from))
(true-in-state (is_door room_?from room_?inbetween))
(true-in-state (is_door room_?inbetween room_?to))
(type-of-object <room-5> room)
(type-of-object <room-4> room)
(type-of-object <room-2> room)
(type-of-object <robot-1> robot)))

(then select operator GOTO_ROOM))

Figure 4: A control rule to choose an operator.

The makespan or the total duration of the plan is 7 since the GOTO ROOM activity for robot1 can be done
in parallel to the GOTO ROOM activities of robot0. The duration to move to one room to another room are
obtained by the values set in the initial state (i.e. (goto room-duration room2 room1 4)).

Operator Start time End time
(GOTO ROOM robot0 room0 room1) 0 3
(GOTO ROOM robot0 room1 room2) 3 7
(GOTO ROOM robot1 room2 room1) 0 4

Figure 5: Plan solution to the problem of Figure 3.

3 Statistical course redesign based on planning techniques: CAMOU

Using our previous experience, we have designed and implemented a new learning tool which facilitates
the definition of Learning Designs and the acquisition of student interactions, both kind of data are later
translated to be automatically analyzed by IPSS. The tool has been implemented using the following mod-
ules (Figure 6):

To understand correctly the different design decisions, it is necessary to describe briefly the metadata-
based model representation in which all the technique is based. This model can be briefly summarized as
follows1:

• LD generation. The educator defines the units of learning and their related metadata (Module 1 in
CAMOU architecture).

• LD deployment. Previously other tools (as TANGOW) has been used to test the Learning Designs,
currently we are using the Web as interface to acquire some data and interactions.

1See [6] for a further description
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1- Learning Design Generation Module:
- Learning Design management
- Unit of Learning management
- Dependencies management

2- Students & Educators Management Module:
- Educators management
- Student management

3- Exams & Tests Module:
- Question generation module
- Answers generation module
- Exams & test management

4- Statistical Module:
- Exams & Test statistics
- Group & Students statistics
- Questions statistics

Figure 6: CAMOU Architecture.

• Educators/students interaction. These interactions can be managed from CAMOU directly using log
files (Module 2, 3 in CAMOU architecture).

• LD analysis process. It allows obtaining quantitative measures about how the knowledge has being
acquired by the students (Module 4 in CAMOU architecture).

• Planner/scheduler. It is used to modify dynamically the contents of the course using the current evalu-
ations obtained from the student interactions, and from the metadata included in the course program,
currently is used the IPSS planner that has been integrated in the CAMOU architecture(see Section 4)

• Validation process. The proposed changes in the LD will be analysed and approved by the team of
involved educators, currently this process is made by a set of collaborators.

Basically, the designed tool is able to fulfill our meta-data structures with all the necessary information,
and stores the rest of educational documents and pedagogical interactions in the system. Both, the method-
ology which integrates planning and educational data, and the metadata-based model have been designed
to monitor longlife (educational) processes. Following, a brief description of each CAMOU functionalities
(with their related screenshots) are given:

• Learning Design Generation Module. It allows educators to manage all the activities related to Learning
Design generation and monitoring (i.e. create a new LD, modify, delete, or listing the stored LD),
Figure 7 shows some screenshots of these functionalities, they can be summarized as follows:

– Learning Design management. It allows us to implement some usual operations related to a par-
ticular LD stored in the system (Figure 7 a) and b)), i.e. number of educators, groups...

– Unit of Learning management. It is used to define the Unit of Learning (UL), and their associated
pedagogical contents that defines the course. We use a meta-data representation [6], that can
be used by other elements in our system (IPSS planner) to reason with the stored information
(Figure 8 a) and b) show how a particular UL can be defined or modified). It is quite interesting
to remark that some meta-data information related to the maximum and minimum duration for
each UL should be provided by the educator (later this information will be used by the reasoner).

– Dependencies management. This submodule allows one to define (or modify) two different kind
of dependencies (weaks and strongs) between the different UL that defines the course (Figure 9
a) and b)). When a strong dependency is defined used it means that these units belong to a super-
knowledge item, i.e., if a strong dependency is defined between two units A and B means that
it is necessary to give both units (in the order A → B) to understand correctly the concept, or
concepts, that has been linked. Whe a week dependency is used only represents an order relation
between two units of the LD (see Section 4 for a further description).
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Figure 7: a) LD listing; b) LD meta-data modification

Figure 8: a) UL definition; b) UL modification

Figure 9: a) Listing some existing dependencies for a particular LD definition; b) Dependency definition

• Students & Educators Management Module. This module allows one (using several Web interfaces)
to manage the main actors in the system, educators and students. Although this module is not es-
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sential for the methodology proposed, it is necessary once the system is deployed and running, we
have incorporated in this module the possibility to add ”annotations” from educators related with
both, students (individual or group) and personal comments about a particular Learning Design or
deployed course (that later could be used in the validation stage). Figure 10 shows both how a par-
ticular educator is registry in the system, and the current list for a particular course.

Figure 10: a) Registration of a new educator; b) Listing some students

• Exams & Tests Module. This is a classical module which allows to generate, modify or delete, the
questions and the related answers that will be used to make the exams and tests to our students.
This module incorporates the meta-data information related to both UL and LD. Figure 11 shows (a)
several questions and their UL related that have been created and stored in the system, and (b) how a
new question is generated in the system.

Figure 11: a) Listing of Question for several UL; b) Generation of a new Exam/Test Question

• Statistical Module. Finally, this module generates a set of classical statistical values for different issues:
groups, questions and persons. Figure 12 shows (a)several statistical results for each group, and (b)
the statistics for each question.

Finally, previous information is adequately stored in a Data Base, this information can be later translated
into several formats, when CAMOU is used as a simple educational tool, XML and HTML formats are used.
However, when the educators execute its reasoning module, the information (Learning Design, meta-data,
students and educators information, statistical and interactions data, educators goals, etc...) is mapped into
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Figure 12: a) Statistical results for different exams/groups; b) Statistical results for several questions and
LD

a new problem description. Using this new problem with the domain definition, and the educator’s goals,
it is possible to look for new possibilities (see Sections 4.2, and 4.1).

4 How is the integration between CAMOU and IPSS done?

In this section we show the process that students and educators follow for a particular course, i.e. a LATEX
course [12]. We present this example to illustrate how the integration is done. The first step is to define all
the information about the units that are part of the course and associate to them the contents and exercises.
This task will be done by the educators using the Learning Design Generation Module described on previous
section.

Figure 13 shows the different units and subunits that compose the course, and some annotations such as
the minimum and maximum duration, the priority or the complexity. The tool checks that the total course
duration (known as a makespan in AI terminology) is equal to the sum of the units and subunits. If there
is an inconsistency, a message is presented to the educator before the automatic module can be run.

Figure 14 shows the dependencies (weak or strong) between the units for our example course. All this
information is needed in order to translate it into IPSS. Units with weak dependencies could be eliminated
from the course in case some other units require more duration. IPSS will decide based on the dependencies,
the minimum and maximum duration, and the priority. The units with high priority and weak dependen-
cies are less probable to be eliminated than the units with low priority and weak dependencies. The base
priority, that makes IPSS to decide which units can be part of the course or not, should be provided by the
educators (see [6] for a complete description).

Once the educators have introduced all the information, the students can start using the tool. It is now
up to the educators to evaluate the student’s knowledge and psychological model. This test that can be
performed through the tool, will allow the educators to define and know the student profile. Actually, when
a student starts a course, the student previous knowledge is uncertain and the educator does not know what
can be the main difficulties that he/she has to face with. Thanks to the new Information Technologies and
well made tests, this information can be known almost immediately and it can automatically be translated
into the initial state of a planning problem and the preconditions of the operators.

At the beginning all the students will start the course with the first unit of learning: ”Introduction”. IPSS

will assign to the course the minimum time duration that the educator has decided, due to the low priority
and complexity values (this is done using the heuristics, see subsection 2.2). Until now, there are not many
options for the scheduler to plan for different solutions.

After one or several units, let us suppose that an exam is planned. The students are now in the ”The
Layout of the page” unit of learning, and thanks to the tests, we have a personalized knowledge of the
weak points of the already learnt subunits.
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1. Introduction

1.1 History
1.2 Components

2.Structure of a Document
...
3. Basic Formatting Tools
...

3.2. List Structure
...
4. The Layout of the page
...
5. Tabular Material

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4 Applications

6.Mastering Floats
...

7. Font Selection
...

8. Higher Mathematics
...

tabbing
array
supertab and longtable

Priority= 3
Duration=(2,4,6)
Complexity=very low

Priority= 8
Duration=(7,10,13)
Complexity=medium

Priority= 4
Duration=(6,8,10)
Complexity=high

Priority= 5
Duration=(3,4,5)
Complexity=medium

Priority= 4
Duration=(6,8,10)
Complexity=high

Figure 13: An example of a LATEXcourse.

1 2 3

4

6

5

7

8
Weak dep.

Strong dep.

Figure 14: Dependencies among the units defined in the LATEXcourse.

¿From the results we can know that 68% of the students have failed the ”List Structure” sub-unit. Then, a
failure in the Learning Design (LD) has been detected. This information is saved for the future LD revisions.
In this situation, the pedagogical responsible can decide to add more examples and learning objects to this
subunit, what implies the increase in the minimum, medium and maximum duration time. This increase
of time in one of the modules will produce a reduction in other modules in order to keep consistency with
the global course duration (deadline). And in more drastic cases, to eliminate one (or several) subunit(s).
That decision will be made automatically by IPSS, but it is the responsibility of the pedagogue to check the
consistency from the pedagogical point of view. Graphically, the process is shown on Figure 15.

It would be recommended for our students to revise again those concepts learnt on the sub-unit 3.2 for
the unit of learning that they are going to start. In this situation, the scheduler helps again the tutor in re-
planning the rest of the course: he can add new learning objects to review past concepts that the students
can consult, increasing the number of hours in that unit of learning and adjusting the rest of the units.

4.1 Domain Definition

In order to make all the decisions mentioned above, we need to define the domain. The domain is dynami-
cally generated from the data introduced by the educators through the graphical interface. The process is as
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IPSSLearning design

Learning design

Graphical Interface

Educator

Student

Statistic results

Figure 15: Learning Design improvement cycle.

follows: each unit/subunit will produce two operators: one operator that represents when the unit/subunit
will be part of the LD (named LD nameUnit) and the second operator that represents when the unit/subunit
will not be part of the LD (named NO LD nameUnit). Each of these operators will have a different list of
preconditions. Some of the preconditions should be complementary in order to IPSS chooses one of the
two. For example, the LD Introduction operator will have one precondition that checks if the priority is
greater or equal than the base priority defined by the educators. For the NO LD Introduction operator, this
condition will be the opposite, that is, the priority is less than the base priority defined by the educators. As
postconditions, both have the same, that the unit/subunit is performed. Note that if the second operator is
chosen, the duration will be zero and no resources are required.

The operators in IPSS have variables that belong to predefined types. Types can be finite (structured in
a hierarchy as or infinite (corresponding to continuous variables, such as time). Some of the types used are:

• UNIT/SUBUNIT: it defines the name of the units and subunits. Although we have define two levels,
the tool allows more specialization, i.e. SUBSUBUNIT, SUBSUBSUBUNIT, etc.

• COMPLEXITY: it represents the level of complexity of the different units and subunits. The possible
values are: Extreme, High, Medium, Low, Very Low and Trivial.

• EDUCATOR: it refers to the educator responsible for creating and supervising the Learning Design.

• STUDENT: it can refer to a particular student or a group of students with similar learning features.

• PRIORITY: it represents the priority of a unit or subunit. One represents the lowest priority and ten
the highest priority.

• DURATION: it is a number that represents the duration of the (sub)unit. given by a tuple with the
values <minimum, medium, maximum>.

• ROLE: it is a number that represents the expertise level of an educator. The higher value corresponds
to the senior educator and the minimum value to the junior educator. Each educator will belong to
one of these groups.

• HOURS: it is a number that represents the number of hours that the educator is available.

Since the “Introduction” unit is the first unit, it does not depend on any other unit. But for the rest
of units with strong dependencies with previous units, the preconditions of those operators will include
the effect of these unit(s). That is, there exits a strong dependency between unit 2 and 1, the operator that
represents unit 2 will have as one of its preconditions the add effect of unit 1. It does not occur the same if
the dependencies are weak that are not considered.
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4.2 Problem Definition

Regarding the problem definition, the first part of the figure 16 shows the type declarations and the initial
conditions of the problem. Some of the initial conditions have to be introduced by the educators through
the graphical interface, such as the relationships among units and subunits, the priorities, the complexity,
the durations, etc. Others are automatically generated from the tests solved by the students, such as the
percentage of students that have passed or failed a unit exam.

(create-problem (name LatexCourse)
(objects
(Introduction TabularMaterial UNIT)
(History Components SUBUNIT)
(Tabbing Array SuperTab&LongTable Applications SUBUNIT)
(DrRussel EDUCATOR)
(very_low low medium high very_high COMPLEXITY)
(Mary Anthony STUDENT)

(state
(and (base-priority 3)

(compose-unit Introduction History Components)
(duration Introduction (2 4 6))
(complexity Introduction very_low)
(priority Introduction 3)
...

(compose-unit TabularMaterial Tabbing Array SuperTab&LongTable Applications)
(duration Tabbing (3 4 5))
(complexity Tabbing medium)
(priority Tabbing 5)
...

(availability DrRussel 30)
(Expert-Level DrRussel 10)
...

(pass Introduction 100)
(fail Introduction 0)
...

(goal (and (knows Mary LatexCourse)
(knows Anthony LatexCourse)))))

Figure 16: Problem definition.

The second part of the Figure 16 shows the goals that IPSS needs to accomplish. In this case, just only
two goals that Mary and Anthony learn the LATEXcourse. This two meta-goals will be discompose in low
level goals, that is, in order for Mary and Anthony to know LATEXthey need to learn each unit. Then, these
two meta goals are translated into the literals:

(learnt Mary Introduction) (learnt Mary StructureDocument) ...
(learnt Mary HigherMathematics) ... (learnt Anthony Introduction)
(learnt Anthony StructureDocument) ... (learnt Anthony HigherMathematics)...

In the initial conditions we can also define the interval where the activities should start as:

(begin_unit Structure_Document Introduction (3 9))

We can also impose temporal windows on the goals. The first goal, that Mary has some knowledge
in Programming, has to be true before or at forty-four course hours (if the time unit is the hour) from the
beginning of the course. The second goal, that James performs the exercise number two in C language,
should start at or after two hours of the beginning of the course. And the third goal, Helena defends her
Master Thesis, should be contained in the interval (40 80) hours.

((Knows Mary Introduction_to_Programming) before 45)

((Perform_Execise_2 James in_C) after 2)

((Defends Helena MasterThesis) within (40 80))

Thanks to this semantic, IPSS is able to reason about any kind of temporal constraints.
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4.3 The solution

Finally, IPSS generates a plan with the sequence of operators that achieves a state (from the initial state) that
satisfies the goals and time and resource constrains. Figure 17 shows the solution generated from the initial
conditions of Figure 16. In the solution, we visualize the name of the operator followed by some variables
as the unit, the student or the teacher, and the start time and end time.

The fact that some activities (operators instantiated) have prerequisite relationships with others already
performed, imposes the restriction that the starting time of an activity must be later in time to the ending
time of its prerequisite task. This is the case of the ”LD Introduction” and ”LD History” activities for Mary
and Anthony. The starting time of ”LD History” is equal to the ending time of ”LD Introduction” for both
students. But the activity ”LD Introduction” for Mary and ”LD Introduction” for Anthony do not have any
prerequisite relationships between them so they can be performed in parallel.

¿From the solution we can see that IPSS has decided that Mary does not need to study the Compo-
nents subunit while Anthony does. Since the duration of the whole course must be equal to both students,
IPSS has assigned more time History unit to Mary than to Anthony since he has to study the Components
subunit. In these cases, Dr. Russel is the one in charge of given those units.

Operator-Name Start-Time End-Time
...
(LD_Components Components Russel Anthony) 4 6
(LD_History History DR.Russel Anthony) 2 4
(LD_Introduction Introduction Dr.Russel Anthony) 0 2
...
(LD_MasteringFloats MasteringFloats Dr.Russel Mary) 54 60
...
(NO_LD_Components Components Mary) 5 5
(LD_History History Dr.Russel Mary) 2 5
(LD_Introduction Introduction Dr.Russel Mary) 0 2

#<THIS result: 120.59375 secs, 80 this-makespan, 80 best makespan>

Figure 17: The IPSS final plan.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have described both, a simple tool (CAMOU) that has been designed to manage educa-
tional knowledge acquired from the interactions with the students, and how it can be integrated with an
automated reasoning system (IPSS) to help educators in the complex process of course design. Although
there exist some current eLearning standards (i.e. IMS, LOM or SCORM) widely used by the e-Learning
community, when these standards are combined, or integrated, with other techniques (i.e. Artificial Intelli-
gence) it can be quite hard to represent, translate and manage the stored knowledge due the complexity of
those standards. Our approach tries to simplify how to deal with this knowledge using only some statistical
and educational interactions among students and educators, and integrate them into a reasoning module.

Therefore, our main motivation is to facilitate an easy integration of several automatic reasoning pro-
cesses inside an eLearning environment, instead of designing complex mapping methods/systems ded-
icated to translate all the information stored in the Learning Objects or in the Learning Designs. The
CAMOU tool only uses some essential learning knowledge that is translated (mapped) and given to IPSS.
Using only these knowledge we are trying to minimize the bias in the translation/mapping process, be-
cause if we try to map all the eLearning knowledge, possibly important semantic and syntactic knowledge
will be missing by the reasoning system.

IPSS is able (using an adequate domain description and specific operators) to analyze and detect differ-
ent problems in the current tested course, and provide new solutions in form of new Learning Designs that
finally are approved (or rejected) by educators.

Currently the authors are developing several courses that will be deployed in the Web to obtain real data
from students. Using these interactions (and their related statistics), a set of new plans will be generated,
and given to a set of educators for their evaluation.
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